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Савова, Венцислава Асенова, 
Цветослава Симеонова . 
Подходът на актьора към този 
тип публика е от изключителна 
важност . Те буквално трябва да 
проговорят на езика на децата, 
за да достигнат до тях и да спе-
челят тяхното внимание, дове-
рие, а защо не и обич . Тъй като 
в спектакъла има много инте-
рактивни моменти, ролята на 
актрисите много често е да се 
грижат за своята публика съв-
сем буквално: те гушкат малки-
те зрители, показват им отбли-
зо куклите, играят с тях . Те 
стават част от техния малък, 
цветен и вълнуващ свят . Само 
по този начин могат да им раз-
кажат историята за Тютю и да 
превърнат театралната поста-
новка в интерактивно приклю-
чение за всички . Защото и за 
тях това е едно пътуване към 
естественото, игрово начало, в 
което трябва да си много чес-
тен към своята публика и 
действително да вярваш на ис-

торията, която искаш да разка-
жеш . Безспорно, и трите актри-
си се справят блестящо със за-
дачата си – напълно професио-
нално те изпълняват партиту-
рата си в спектакъла и с грижа 
и внимание се докосват до съз-
нанията на малките зрители . 
Ефектът е поразяващ – на мо-
менти децата са като омагьоса-
ни пред куклите и актрисите, а 
в други – сякаш всичко друго 
има значение, но не и това . 
Обратната връзка никога не за-
къснява в театралните пред-
ставления за деца: напълно 
честни, те нямат угризения да 
споделят какво им харесва и 
какво – не .

Музиката, създадена от 
Кристиян Бояджиев, е от воде-
щите компоненти в спектакъ-
ла . При децата са най-силни 
слуховите и визуалните въз-
приятия . Затова сценографията 
и музикалното оформление са 
изключително внимателно пре-
мислени в драматургичната 

“Baby’s play“ is mainly an interactive project, di-
rected at children between 2 and 4 years of age . The 
element of theatre in it refers to a playful beginning . 
This is very exciting and useful for children, but also 
extremely fascinating for adults: in “Baby’s play“ we – 
the grown up children go back to the natural, primary 
model of behavior . The main personage Tyutyu inhab-
its an exceptionally cozy and soft space for play, where 
he has to take important decisions and choose among 
many exciting colors, music and toys . Three actresses 
help and guide Tyutyu, they laugh and cry with him 
just as children do . “Baby’s play“ is a well prepared 
project, which educates and entertains the smallest 
children using psychological preciseness and the means 
of Puppet Theater .

Elza Laleva – the stage director and author of the 
project, has succeeded in noticing the need of perform-
ances for a new type of audience . In this train of 
thought, she sets the beginning of a very important 
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цялост на проекта . Музиката 
прилича на песнички за игра – 
много динамични и весели, те 
веднага създават атмосфера на 
приятни, весели усещания . 
Освен това, те са достатъчно 
прости като мелодия и думи, за 
да бъдат преповторени от деца-
та – „това – да, да, да“; „това – 
не, не, не“ . В края на предста-
влението всяко дете си танани-
ка или пее песничките от пред-
ставлението, а това е доказа-
телство за техния успех .

„Бебешка пиеса“ е успешен 
интерактивен проект, който е 
резултат от продуктивната съв-
местна работа между режисьор, 
психолог-консултант, компози-
тор, сценограф и актьорски екип . 
В рамките на 30 минути – макси-
мума, в който може да се задър-
жи детската концентрация, де-
цата играят в един измислен 
свят, който много прилича на 
техния . Това е значима и вдъхно-
вяваща първа среща между зри-
тел и театър, в която всичко е 
музика, цветове и игра .

Useful and Enjoyable for the Smallest Viewers of Puppet Theater
The Playful Beginning in Theater – 

practice for development of the audiences, which is 
significant both in the meaning of social and cultural 
context . It is awkward to call babies “an audience“, but 
the truth is that they are a possible, an adequate and 
most importantly – an inspiring audience for the pup-
pet theater . For sure, their unencumbered conscious-
nesses need more colors, forms and music, and what 
could be better for them than theater? “Baby’s Play“ is 
the first step in creating a new tendency, necessary both 
to the puppet theater and the children’s audience .

For those purposes, Elza Laleva works with the 
consultant-psychologist Petya Atanasova in order to 
clarify the needs and desires of the audience . Here it is 
very important to point out the way, in which the 
dramaturgical integrity of the work is built . The educa-
tive principle is fully involved here, after completing a 
detailed research and analysis of the baby’s psychology . 
Tyutyu represents a soft and plush baby-puppet, which 
is a bit bigger in size than the natural of a 2-year old 
child . He resembles children in everything, but he is 
also soft and suited for cuddling . Subconsciously, the 
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children start to identify themselves with Tyutyu – 
from the moment that they notice their resemblance to 
him till a later stage, when to Tyutyu begin happening 
the same things, which happen to them . He falls sick, 
he plays, he gets into mischief and he understands the 
meaning of “yes“ and “no“ . Tyutyu is the natural model 
of behavior, laid at the psychology of every child: he 
does not understand when he is told that he may get 
burned or hurt, and when this happens, he receives the 
knowledge of “no“ . In this train of thought, the staging 
in this project represents a complex process of predict-
ing possible reactions: it requires a previous deep 
knowledge about the psychology of this audience and 
it is obvious that in “Baby’s Play“ Elza Laleva has 
reached a real achievement .

The environment in which Tytutyu acts is also very 
familiar to children – this is a space for playing . For us 
– the adults, it looks minimalistic and narrow, but for 
them it is literally a world of colors, built for studying 
and playing . The stage design, work of Dimitar Dimitrov 
and Stefka Kyuvlieva, is something similar to an open-
air kindergarten and a huge toy . It is a very interactive, 
colorful and secure environment – an excellent space, 
in which the 2 year-old can spend not just half an hour, 
but the whole day without feeling bored, tired or 
stressed . Here the toys-puppets play an important role . 
During the action they perform two functions, because 
the actresses play out with them, but the children also 
have the possibility to touch them . It might turn out 
that the Bulgarian proverb “Let eyes see, hands touch“ 
is the most natural way of getting to know things 
around and the children definitely function in this way . 
They want not only to watch, but to enter directly in 
interaction with the environment of the actors . They 
still do not have the culture of watching, they possess 
the primary impulse of becoming part of everything 
which happens around them . And what more interest-
ing than the theater, which resembles playing so much, 
can exist? We all know that it is children, who are best 
at playing .

Here comes the turn of the actresses in the per-
formance – Galina Savova, Ventsislava Asenova, 
Tzvetoslava Simeonova . The actors’ approach to-
wards this type of audience is of great importance . 
They literally have to speak the language of the chil-
dren, in order to get close to them and win their at-
tention, trust and why not also affection . As in the 
show there are many interactive moments, very of-
ten the role of the actresses consists in taking care of 
the audience in the true sense of the word: they cud-
dle the small viewers, show them the puppets from 
close and play with them . They become part of chil-
dren’s small, colorful and exciting world . Only in this 
way they are able to relate them the story of Tyutyu 
and convert the theatrical performance in an inter-
active adventure for everyone . Because for the team 
of actors this is also a journey towards the natural, 
playful beginning, in which you have to be very hon-
est to your audience and really believe the story that 
you want to tell . Undoubtedly, the three actresses 
cope perfectly with their task – they perform their 
score in the show in totally professional way and 
touch the consciousness of the smallest viewers with 
care and attention . The effect is striking – at times 
the children are fascinated by the puppets and the 
actresses, but in other cases it seems like everything 
else matters to them except the show . The feedback 
can never be late in the theatrical performances for 
children: being absolutely sincere, they do not feel 
remorse to share what they like and what they do 
not .

The music, invented by Kristian Boyadzhiev, is 
one of the dominant components in the show . To 
children, the senses of hearing and seeing are the 
strongest . That is why the stage design and the musi-
cal setting are deliberately chosen, considering the 
dramaturgical integrity of the project . The music 
resembles very much the songs for playing – very 
dynamic and merry, they create an atmosphere of 
pleasant and enjoyable sensations . Besides, these 
songs have simple melody and words and are re-
peated easily by children, f . ex . “this – yes, yes, yes“; 
“that - no, no, no“ . At the end of the performance 
every child is humming or singing the songs of the 
performance, and this is the proof for their success .

“Baby’s Play“ is a successful interactive project, 
which is a result from the efficient joint work be-
tween a director, a psychologist-consultant, a com-
poser, a stage designer and a team of actors . In the 
terms of 30 minutes – the maximal time, in which 
children can focus their attention on the show, they 
play in a fantastic world, which looks like theirs’ so 
much . This is an important and inspiring first meet-
ing between the viewer and the theater, during 
which everything is music, colors and play .

Translation by Nadia Zhereva

„Бебешка пиеса“
“Baby's play” 


